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Vote NO on Hillary Clinton!

Vote YES on Bernie Sanders!

THE ESTABLISHMENT CANDIDATE

THE PEOPLE'S CANDIDATE

Hillary is supported by the political establishment
and the power brokers in the Democratic machine.

Bernie is leading The Political Revolution that
strives to bring about positive change for everyone.

Hillary has flip-flopped on nearly every important
issue in order to trick voters into thinking that she
supports them. Hillary has exhibited extremely poor
judgement on many, many issues because she
panders to her audience and says whatever she
thinks they want to hear.

Bernie does NOT flip-flop on the issues. He has
held the same beliefs his entire life and does not
pander to his audience. Bernie has shown such
extremely good judgement in the past that now
most of the country has come around to views that
Bernie has held for decades.

Hillary is a neo-conservative war-monger who voted
for the Iraq war and the Patriot Act, supports regime
change in other countries, failed to protect our
Libyan Ambassador in Benghazi and then lied
about what she knew and when she knew it.

Bernie opposed both Iraq wars, voted against the
Patriot Act and believes that it is more important to
support our veterans while we protect our freedoms
and our privacy here at home rather than tell other
countries what they should do.

Hillary is beholden to her wealthy campaign
contributors – the bankers and Wall Street fat cats
who belong to the 1%. She is a multi-millionaire and
is working to protect the interests of those who
enjoy extreme wealth.

Bernie's political campaigns have always been
supported by the contributions of small donors
because he has always fought against income
inequality in support of the working middle class
and the less fortunate.

Hillary Clinton has been plagued by scandal after
scandal after scandal for decades. In today's
divisive world of politics, Hillary is hated by far too
many people for her to bring our country together.

Bernie Sanders is a man of integrity who is an
honest, trustworthy, consistent, progressive,
sincere, open, authentic, transparent and honorable
person who can unite a very divided America.

With Hillary Clinton it is impossible to know who she
really is and where she really stands on any issue
because she has changed her position so many
times in the past.

With Bernie Sanders, you KNOW exactly who he is
and what he stands for. You KNOW what you are
going to get with Bernie Sanders because he has
been supporting the same causes for decades.

Hillary is really a Republican who only wants to be
President so that she can go down in history as the
first female President. If you are tired of politics as
usual and are fed up with politicians who say
whatever it takes to get elected, then...

Bernie is really an Independent and has always
fought for the common people against the
establishment. If you want a President whose only
focus it to correct the social injustice and economic
inequality in America, then...

Send a message to the establishment:

Make your vote count:

Vote NO on Hillary Clinton!

Vote YES on Bernie Sanders!
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